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MVP Restaurant & Bar-Sportif 

"Lively Sports Bar"

Whether you're looking for a place to chill with friends, root for your

favorite team or an after work drink with colleagues, MVP Restaurant &

Bar-Sportif with it's lively atmosphere, Happy hour options, huge TV

screens showing the best sports events and a decent bar and drinks menu

with classics like their house-special MVP Burger, Poutines, Fried

Calamari and French Onion Soup. Spread out over two levels, the

extensive space is a lively place filled with local flair especially during

sports events, when it can get pretty loud with everyone supporting their

favorites.

 +1 514 875 7171  www.mvpbarsportif.com/  info@mvpbarsportif.com  200 Saint Catherine Street,

Montreal QC
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Station Des Sports 

"Sports Bar Chain"

Every year, hundreds of tourists come to take part in Montreal's various

sports activities. Whether you want to watch the football game or the

hockey game or UFC, there is always some fan dressed up and cheering

on their Montreal team. What better way to be a part of it then by taking in

the game at one of Montreal's best sports bars? Station des Sport has a

fun-filled atmosphere, television screens from left to right, up and down

and even 4 tables with their own private taps! So, if you have a group of

fans waiting to see the game, or you just want to go to be a part of the

atmosphere, Station is the perfect choice! - Williamina Deneault

 +1 514 903 8571 (Reservations)  stationsports.ca  862 Ste-Catherine East, Montreal QC

 by _Franck Michel_   

McLean's Pub 

"Pleasantly Traditional"

Located in the heart of downtown Montreal, this English-style pub offers a

warm and inviting atmosphere amid pleasant surroundings. The decor is

traditional and designed to make you feel like you are in London. In

keeping with the theme, there is plenty of imported beer on tap and the

menu presents a variety of pub fare from hearty soups to fish and chips.

Once the meal is over, you can indulge in a friendly game of pool or toss a

few darts.

 +1 514 392 7770  www.mcleanspub.com/  info@mcleanspub.com  1210 Rue Peel, Montreal QC
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Chez Serge 

"For the Ultimate Hockey Fan"

One of Montreal's favorite hangouts, Chez Serge, boasts of monstrous

sized screens that play all your favorites and not to mention hockey. The

place is always bubbling with activity and never for a moment will you feel

left out amongst the cheering crowds. With a typical sports bar feel to it,

Chez Serge is anything but pretentious. If you are the ultimate hockey fan,

now you know where to head.

 +1 514 270 3262  5301 Saint Laurent, Montreal QC
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Ye Olde Orchard Pub 

"Neighborhood Standby"

Civilized even by Notre-Dame-de-Grâce's high standards, Ye Olde Orchard

Pub, a well-known watering hole offers imported and micro brewed beer,

friendly service and superior pub grub. The menu offers authentic Irish

appetizers and entrees while remaining kind to the pocketbook. There is

live Irish music every night, lots of snug booths for intimate conversations

and the sort of neighborhood charm one rarely finds downtown.

 +1 514 484 1569  yeoldeorchard.blogspot.co

m/

 chris.s2art@gmail.com  5563 Monkland Avenue,

Montreal QC
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